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BEFORE READING

1 In the story, Hercules does different things. Match the first and the second parts of the sentences. Use a dictionary to help you.

a Hercules kills ...  

b Hercules runs after ...

c Hercules goes to a far away garden and gets ...

d Hercules cleans ...

1 some apples.
2 a big lion.
3 some dirty stables.
4 a very quick deer.

2 Who helps Hercules? Tick two boxes.

a □ King Eurystheus  
b □ the goddess Athena  
c □ the goddess Hera  
d □ King Creon  
e □ Iolaus  
f □ Princess Admete
One day, in her **palace** in Greece, **Princess** Alcmene has a son. She calls the boy Hercules.

‘What a big, strong boy!’ say Alcmene’s friends when they see him.

‘Of course he’s big and strong,’ smiles Alcmene. ‘His father’s Zeus, **king** of the **goddess**."

But not everybody likes Hercules. The **goddess** Hera is looking through the palace window. Hera is Zeus’s **wife** – and she’s far from happy.

‘When I see that boy,’ says Hera, ‘I remember his mother, Alcmene. Why does Zeus always run after different women? It’s not right. I’m his wife! He never thinks of me!’

She leaves Alcmene’s palace angrily.
Some nights later, Hera comes back – and she puts two big snakes in Hercules's bed. ‘Goodbye, little boy!’ she laughs.

But when Hera comes back next morning, Hercules is alive. He has the dead snakes in his hands.

‘Grrr!’ cries Hera angrily. ‘You wait. I’m watching you, Hercules. You can’t get away from me!’

Later, when Hercules is older, he has many teachers. They come to the palace and teach him there. But he is not a very good student. He doesn’t find it easy to learn, and he is often angry when he can’t understand things.

In the end, Alcmene sends Hercules away to some hills in the country near Thebes. He feels better there. He can run through the trees.

snake a long animal with no legs
send to make someone go somewhere
happily for hours, and there are lions for him to fight. Soon after he arrives, some people come to the hills because they want to take the King of Thebes’s cows, but Hercules stops them.

When King Creon of Thebes hears about Hercules, he speaks to his daughter.

‘Megara,’ he says, ‘Hercules is a good strong young man. Would you like to marry him?’

‘Yes, Father,’ answers Megara.

So Creon’s men go and speak to Hercules, and he comes to Thebes and marries Megara. Soon they have three sons.

Hercules is happy with his beautiful wife and his young sons. But Hera is angry. ‘Alcmene’s son is doing well,’ she says. ‘I must change that.’
Very early one morning—when Hercules, Megara and their sons are in their beds—Hera sends a black cloud over Hercules’s head. He opens his eyes, but he can’t see a thing through the cloud. Suddenly there are four men in black in front of him. They want to kill Megara and the boys. ‘I must stop them,’ thinks Hercules. He fights the men and kills them one by one. Then he goes back to sleep. Later, when he opens his eyes, there are no men there, only his wife and sons. But their bodies are cold, and they do not move or speak. Suddenly Hercules feels afraid.

‘Oh, no!’ he cries. ‘My wife and sons are dead! And I’m their killer. It’s the work of one of the gods. He—or she—is angry with me!’

Hercules goes to King Creon and says, ‘The gods are angry with me. Help me!’

‘Very well,’ says Creon. ‘What’s the matter?’

Hercules tells Creon everything. The king’s face is white when he hears about his daughter and his grandsons.

‘Leave my palace at once,’ says Creon. ‘I can do nothing for you. Go to Delphi and talk to the priestess there. Perhaps she can help.’

At Delphi, the priestess tells Hercules: ‘It’s a very bad crime when a man kills his wife and sons. So you’re right. The gods are angry with you.’
‘I know that, but what can I do about it?’ asks Hercules.

‘For twelve years you must work for King Eurystheus, and do twelve tasks for him,’ says the priestess. ‘When you finish, the gods can forgive your crime.’

‘Oh no! Not my cousin Eurystheus!’ thinks Hercules. ‘He doesn’t like me because I’m bigger and stronger than him. And now I’m working for him!’

Hercules goes to King Eurystheus and tells him about the twelve tasks.

‘All right, Hercules!’ smiles Eurystheus coldly. ‘I have a first task for you. There’s a big, hungry lion in Nemea. It’s eating everybody there! Kill it, and bring its dead body back to me.’

Hercules leaves Eurystheus’s palace at once.

‘Good luck with your first – and last – task, Hercules,’ laughs the king.

Just then, the goddess Hera arrives.

‘Good work, Eurystheus. Hercules is a dead man, I think,’ she laughs. ‘No one can fight that lion and get away alive.’
READING CHECK

Choose the correct words to complete the sentences.

a. When Hercules is a young boy, he’s very **ill/strong**.
b. Hercules is **Princess Alcmené’s/the goddess Hera’s** son.
c. The god Zeus is Hercules’s **brother/father**.
d. The **goddess Hera/god Zeus** is very angry with Hercules.
e. Hercules **finds/doesn’t find** it easy to learn new things with his teacher.
f. When Hercules goes and lives in the hills, he is very **happy/angry**.
g. Hercules **leaves/kills** his wife and sons.
h. Hercules must work for King Eurystheus and do **ten/twelve** things for him.
i. King Eurystheus is Hercules’s **cousin/friend**.
j. Hercules must go to Nemea and kill a **snake/lion**.

WORD WORK

1. Find eleven more words from Chapter 1 in the wordsquare.
2 Use the words from Activity 1 to complete the sentences.

a ‘You’re two hours late!’ ‘We’re very sorry! Please forgive us!’
b ‘Let’s go in now. It’s cold out here and there’s a big dark .............. in the sky over there.’
c ‘Please don’t .......... me away to the country. I want to stay here.’
d ‘What are you reading?’ ‘It’s a book about a very bad ..............: two men take a lot of money from a shop.’
e ‘I have a little .............. for you. Can you go to the supermarket and buy some bread?’
f ‘We’re learning about the Greek .............. Hera at the moment.’
g ‘Mr Black is my .............. – his father is my father’s brother. And that woman is his .............., Mrs Black.’
h ‘I love you. Please .............. me, Juliet! ‘Yes, of course, Romeo!’
i Hercules asks the .............. at Delphi for help.
j ‘That man is very big and .............. Everybody is afraid of him and nobody wants to .............. him.’

3 Match the words with the pictures.

cow king lion palace princess snake

a .......... b .......... c .......... d .......... e .......... f ..........

GUESS WHAT

What happens in the next chapter? Tick one box.

a [ ] Hercules fights and kills Hera.
b [ ] Hercules fights and kills the lion.
c [ ] The lion runs after Hercules and eats his arm.
d [ ] The lion likes Hercules and is his new friend.
Hercules goes to Nemea and finds the lion, but it’s sleeping when he arrives. ‘I can kill it with one or two arrows,’ he thinks. But his arrows don’t go through the lion’s skin. So then he hits the lion on the head with his sword. But the lion only opens one eye and goes back to sleep. In the end, Hercules kills the lion with his hands, and after that he takes off its skin. He quickly puts the lion’s skin over his head and back. ‘When I wear this, no arrows or swords can kill me,’ he says happily. He then runs back to the king’s palace. Eurystheus is very afraid when he sees Hercules and he quickly gets into a big brown jar. ‘There’s a monster with nine heads in the Lake of Lerna,’ cries Eurystheus from the jar. ‘People call it the Hydra. Your task number two is to go and kill it!’
Near the palace, Hercules meets his young cousin, Iolaus. ‘I can’t stop and talk,’ says Hercules. ‘I’m going to the Lake of Lerna. I must kill the Hydra there.’

‘Can I come too?’ asks Iolaus excitedly.

When they arrive at the lake, it is nearly dark. Hercules puts some fire onto an arrow and shoots it over the water. ‘I want to call the Hydra to me!’ he says.

Suddenly the nine heads of the Hydra come out of the lake. They look at Iolaus and Hercules with angry red eyes. ‘Help!’ cries Iolaus.
Hercules quickly takes out his sword and **cuts off** one of the Hydra’s heads. But from the red **stump** come two more new heads. Hercules then cuts off a different head, and again two more new heads come from that stump.

‘Oh, no!’ he thinks.

Just then, the goddess Athena arrives. ‘I come from your father, Zeus,’ she says. ‘He is angry with the goddess Hera because she is working **against** you. He wants to help you with your tasks. What can I do for you?’

‘How can I kill the Hydra?’ asks Hercules. ‘Tell me quickly!’

‘When you cut off the heads, you must **burn** the stumps. No new heads can come from them after that. Good luck!’

So Hercules cuts off the monster’s heads one by one and Iolaus burns the stumps. When Hercules cuts off the last head, the Hydra suddenly goes down in the water and dies.

The next morning, Hercules arrives back at the palace, but he can’t find the king. ‘Eurystheus!’ he calls. ‘I’m here! The Hydra’s dead!’

‘All right, I can hear you,’ says Eurystheus, and he comes out angrily from his big brown jar. ‘For your third task you must find the goddess Artemis’s **golden deer** and bring it back here. That deer can run faster than any arrow. Nobody can **catch** it.’
Hercules finds the golden deer and he runs after it for a year and a day. The deer runs up hills, down hills, and across the country, but Hercules can’t catch it. One day, Hercules sees the beautiful deer next to a lake. It is drinking quietly from the water. Hercules catches it and runs back to the palace with the deer in his arms.

‘King Eurystheus! I have something for you!’ cries Hercules. ‘Come and see!’

Eurystheus comes out of the palace with his daughter, Admete. Hercules puts the golden deer in front of Eurystheus. But before the king can take the deer, it runs away.

‘I want that golden deer!’ cries Admete. ‘And when I want something, I always get it.’

‘Not this time,’ says Eurystheus and he looks angrily at Hercules. ‘Task number four is to go into the mountains and catch a big wild boar there. And you must bring it back alive!’
READING CHECK

Match the two parts of the sentences.

a  Hercules takes and wears ...
1  a lake.

b  Eurystheus is afraid and jumps into ...
2  the lion’s skin.

c  The Hydra lives in ...
3  the golden deer.

d  The god Zeus is angry with ...
4  an arrow.

e  The goddess Athena helps ...
5  a big brown jar.

f  Iolaus and Hercules kill ...
6  Hercules and Iolaus.

g  The golden deer can run faster than ...
7  the goddess Hera.

h  Admete is angry because she wants ...
8  a big wild boar.

i  Hercules must go in the mountains to catch ...
9  the Hydra.

WORD WORK

1  These words don’t match the pictures. Correct them.

[a] arrow  .............................. [b] monster  ...................... [c] jar  ..............


[g] wild boar  ...................... [h] mountain  ......................
2 Find eight more words from the story in the Hydra.

goldencatchesswordskinfirecutsoffburnshootsagainst

3 Use the words from Activity 2 to complete these sentences about the story.

a Hercules \textbf{cuts off} the Hydra’s heads with his big \ldots
b Eurystheus is very afraid when he sees Hercules with the lion’s \ldots over his head.
c After a year and a day, Hercules \ldots the beautiful \ldots deer and takes it back to the palace.
d Hercules puts some \ldots onto an arrow. He then \ldots the arrow over the water and the Hydra comes out of the lake.
e The goddess Hera is very angry and she is working \ldots Hercules.
f The goddess Athena speaks to Hercules and Iolaus. Iolaus then begins to \ldots the stumps of the Hydra’s heads.

GUESS WHAT

What happens in the next chapter? Tick the boxes.

\begin{itemize}
\item[a] Hercules comes back to the palace with the big wild boar. \hfill Yes \hfill No
\item[b] Hercules can’t catch the wild boar and Eurystheus is very happy. \hfill Yes \hfill No
\item[c] The wild boar comes into the palace and runs after Princess Admete. \hfill Yes \hfill No
\item[d] Hercules cleans out some dirty old stables for King Augeas. \hfill Yes \hfill No
\item[e] Hercules makes a beautiful new palace for King Augeas. \hfill Yes \hfill No
\end{itemize}
Hercules runs up into the cold mountains. Suddenly he looks up and sees a huge wild boar on a rock near him.

Hercules stops and thinks for a minute. Then he chases the wild boar up into the snow at the top of the mountain. The wild boar has little legs and it can’t run very easily through the snow.

Hercules catches the wild boar. He puts it on his back and walks down the mountain.
Soon Hercules arrives at the palace. King Eurystheus looks at the huge wild boar on Hercules’s back and gets quickly into his jar again. ‘Take it away!’ he cries.

Hercules comes back not long after without the wild boar. ‘For your next task you need to visit King Augeas. He has some interesting work for you,’ says Eurystheus. ‘He has hundreds of bulls and nobody cleans their dirty stables. You must clean them all in one day!’

Hercules meets King Augeas at the stables and he tells the king about his task.

‘But nobody can clean those dirty stables in one day!’ laughs the king. ‘Look at them!’

Hercules looks through the door of the stables and he doesn’t feel very happy.

‘They’re very dirty, it’s true!’ he says.

Just then, on a hill behind the stables, Hercules sees a river with big rocks next to it. He walks up to the river and sits down on one of the rocks. ‘I need to think carefully about this,’ he says to Augeas.
The next morning, Hercules gets up early. First he takes the bulls out of the stable and away up the hill. After that, he makes a big hole in the wall at one end of the stables, and he makes a second hole in the wall at the other end of the stables. He then takes the rocks from next to the river and puts them into the water one by one. Hercules works all morning. ‘What are you doing?’ asks King Augeas.

‘Wait and see!’ says Hercules.

Hercules is slowly making a big wall of rocks across the river! When he finishes the wall, the water in the river has nowhere to go. After some time the water suddenly comes out of the river and it runs down the hill to the stables. The water then goes quickly through the dirty stables and it cleans them beautifully.

That evening, Hercules takes all the rocks out of the river and the water doesn’t go down the hill through the stables any more. He then takes some small rocks and closes the two big holes in the stable walls before the bulls come back in for the night.

When King Augeas sees the clean stables, he is very happy. ‘Please stay and eat at my palace tonight!’ he says.

The next morning, Hercules arrives back at Eurystheus’s palace with a big smile on his face. ‘I don’t want to hear about the stables!’ says Eurystheus angrily. He doesn’t get into his jar this time. ‘Now, for task number six, you must go to Lake Stymphalus. There are some big birds there, and they are killing all the cows. You must stop them!’
READING CHECK

Correct the mistakes in these sentences.

a. Hercules catches the boar in the river at the top of the mountain.
b. When Eurystheus sees the wild boar, he jumps into his bed.
c. Hercules needs to clean out the stables in one week.
d. A lot of horses live in the stables.
e. Hercules cleans the stables with water from a lake.
f. Hercules makes a big hole in the door of the stables.
g. King Augeus is very angry when he sees the stables.
h. Hercules must go and find the little birds at Lake Stymphalus.
i. The birds are killing a lot of people.

WORD WORK

1. Find words in the jars to complete the sentences.

   a. ‘This photo is good but that other photo is better.’
   b. ‘He lives in a h____ house with forty rooms.’
   c. ‘It’s raining and there’s a lot of water in the r____.’
   d. ‘The w____ of my bedroom are blue.’

   e. ‘Your shoes are dirty.’ ‘Yes, I must c____ them.’
   f. ‘Be careful in the sea there are r____ under the water.’
   g. ‘Look, there are some cows.’ ‘They aren’t cows; they’re b____!’
   h. ‘There’s always s____ at the t____ of that mountain.’
’Oh no! There’s a h_ _ _ in my trousers.’

‘My house is at the e_ _ _ of the street.’

‘At night the horses go into the s_ _ _ _ _ _.’

**GUESS WHAT**

In the next chapter Hercules meets:

- some birds
- a white bull
- some horses.

**They are not very nice! Look at the pictures below. Tick the boxes.**

**a**  The birds kill cows with their ...  

1 [ ]  2 [ ]  3 [ ]

**b**  When the white bull opens its mouth, ... comes out.  

1 [ ]  2 [ ]  3 [ ]

**c**  The horses eat ...

1 [ ]  2 [ ]  3 [ ]
At Lake Stymphalus, Hercules meets some men from the small town near there. ‘Please help us, Hercules!’ they say. ‘There are huge birds in the tall trees next to the lake. They have metal feathers. From time to time they leave the trees for the sky, and then they drop their feathers down on our cows and kill them.’

Hercules looks up just then and sees hundreds of birds in the sky over his head. The birds suddenly begin to drop their metal feathers down on him. But the feathers can’t go through Hercules’s lion skin. He shoots lots of arrows at the birds, but they quickly fly away up into the tops of the tall trees again.

‘I can’t shoot them up there,’ thinks Hercules. ‘Athena! Where are you? I need help!’
Just then, Athena arrives with a large metal rattle in her hand. ‘You can make a big noise with this,’ she says. ‘Those birds don’t like a lot of noise, you see!’ And with that, she gives the rattle to Hercules.

Hercules puts the rattle up over his head and moves it left and right again and again. It makes a lot of noise. Suddenly the birds fly down out of the trees. Hercules can then easily shoot and kill them with his arrows.

Hercules goes back to the palace. ‘Eurystheus, I have a bird from Lake Stymphalus for you,’ he calls, and he puts the dead bird down not far from Eurystheus’s jar.

‘Let’s see,’ says Eurystheus, and he comes out of his jar. He goes over and looks at the dead bird – and he cuts his hand on one of its metal feathers. ‘Hercules, get out of here!’ cries the king angrily. ‘For task number seven you must go at once to Crete and catch King Minos’s white bull there. And be quick about it!’
Hercules goes by **boat** to Crete. When he arrives there, King Minos is very happy to see him. ‘There’s a big white bull,’ he says. ‘It’s running here and there and killing people everywhere. You’re big and strong, Hercules. Please catch it and take it away. It’s in a small town near here now.’

Hercules goes to the town and waits. It is very quiet there and nobody is on the streets. Suddenly the bull comes out from behind a tree and it runs towards Hercules. The bull has big **horns** and fire is coming out of its mouth. The bull comes nearer and nearer to Hercules but the fire doesn’t burn him because he’s wearing his lion skin. Hercules takes the bull by the horns and gets up on its back.
For two days the bull runs all over Crete. Hercules stays on its back day and night. In the end, the bull is very tired and it can’t run – or fight – any more. Hercules quickly puts the bull on his boat, and takes it back to King Eurystheus.

Eurystheus is very afraid of the bull. ‘I don’t want that thing in my home! Kill it at once!’ he cries from his jar. But Hercules opens the palace door, and the bull runs away.

That night Eurystheus talks to the goddess Hera. ‘Hercules does all our tasks very easily,’ he says. ‘What can we find for him to do next?’

Hera thinks for a minute; then she smiles. ‘I know!’ she cries, and she says something quietly in the king’s ear. ‘Oh, yes,’ he laughs. ‘That’s good! That’s very good!’

The next morning Eurystheus calls for Hercules. When Hercules arrives, the king is sitting in his big metal chair. ‘Hercules,’ he says. ‘Task number eight is to bring back the horses from the palace of King Diomedes.’

‘Of course,’ smiles Hercules, and he walks quickly out of the palace.

‘And don’t forget,’ begins Hera, and she looks out from behind Eurystheus’s chair, ‘Diomedes’s horses eat people!’

Then she and Eurystheus begin to laugh and laugh. But Hercules is far away from them now, and he doesn’t hear.
Hercules goes by boat to the palace of King Diomedes with four of his friends. ‘We’re tired, hungry and far from home,’ they say to the king when they arrive at his door.

‘Come in!’ says King Diomedes. ‘You can eat with us this evening and stay here tonight.’ He looks at the men’s big, strong bodies and he thinks: ‘I can give them to my hungry horses tomorrow.’

That evening, Hercules hears King Diomedes talk quietly to one of his men. ‘When Hercules and his friends are sleeping tonight, you must help me to kill them,’ the king says to the man. ‘They can be a nice breakfast for my horses!’

Hercules says nothing. But later he talks to his friends. ‘They want to kill us tonight! We can’t go to sleep. We must wait for them, and fight them when they come for us.’
That night Hercules’s friends go to sleep very quickly, but Hercules cannot sleep. Suddenly King Diomedes and his men come into the room. ‘Quick! Get out of bed!’ cries Hercules to his friends. They get up, fight, and kill the king and his men.

‘What shall we do with the dead bodies, Hercules?’ ask his friends.

‘Give them to the horses, of course!’ he answers.

The horses are very quiet and happy after they eat Diomedes and his men.

When Hercules brings the horses back to Eurystheus’s palace they look hungrily at the king.

‘Take those horses away!’ cries Eurystheus. He runs into the garden and goes behind a tree.

When Hercules comes back without the horses, Princess Admete is talking to her father. ‘**Queen** Hippolyta of the Amazons has a beautiful golden **belt,**’ she says. ‘And I want it!’

‘Well, that’s your next task, Hercules!’ says Eurystheus from behind the tree. ‘Task number nine: get **Queen** Hippolyta’s belt, and bring it back for my daughter!’

*queen* the most important woman in a country

*belt* you wear this round your middle
READING CHECK

Are these sentences true or false? Tick the boxes.

a. The birds kill the cows with small rocks. ☑️
b. Athena gives Hercules a metal sword.
c. The birds fly out of the trees because Hercules makes a big noise.
d. Hercules kills the birds with his hands.
e. Eurystheus is angry because he cuts his hand on a metal feather.
f. The white bull is running all over Crete and killing people.
g. Hercules gets on the bull’s back and stays there for two hours.
h. Hercules knows all about Diomedes’s horses before he does task eight.
i. Diomedes wants to kill Hercules and his men when they are sleeping.
j. The horses eat the dead bodies of Diomedes and his men.

WORD WORK

1. Find words from Chapter 4 to match the pictures.

a. d
b. rop
b. __
c. r
b. __
d. q
b. __

e. b
f. f
b. __
g. h
g. __
h. m
b. __
2 Match the words from Activity 1 with the definitions.

a to send something down quickly from your hand, perhaps when you don’t want to …drop…

b you can go across a river or a lake in this …………..

c bulls have two of these white things on their heads ………………..

d a very young child can play with this; it makes a noise when you move it ………………..

e men sometimes wear this at the top of their trousers ………………..

f the most important woman in a country; the wife of a king ………………..

g something hard and bright, like gold ………………..

h because birds have these on their bodies they can stay warm ………………..

GUESS WHAT

Hercules goes to the country of the Amazons to get Queen Hippolyta’s belt. Who wants to stop Hercules? Tick one box.

- a  [] Queen Hippolyta
- b  [] Princess Admete
- c  [] the goddess Hera
- d  [] a monster with three heads
So Hercules goes by boat to the country of the Amazons. He takes some friends with him. ‘We must be careful,’ says Hercules when they arrive. ‘Only big strong women live here, and they usually kill men when they meet them, people say.’

Hercules soon finds Queen Hippolyta. She is tall, strong, and very beautiful. He is surprised when Hippolyta is nice to him. ‘Hello, Hercules,’ she says. ‘It’s wonderful to meet you. You’re the strongest man in the world, I hear.’

‘Thank you,’ smiles Hercules. With his sword he quickly cuts two Hs and an arrow of love between them on a tree. Then he takes some flowers in his hand, and he gives them to the Amazon Queen.

‘Thank you!’ says Hippolyta.

Hercules then tells Hippolyta about his task. ‘I need to take your golden belt back to King Eurystheus’s daughter,’ he says.

‘You can have it, of course,’ says Hippolyta, and at once she puts her hands on her beautiful belt.

But Hera is watching all this from behind a tree. ‘This task is going well for Hercules,’ she thinks. ‘I must do something fast and stop him.’
So Hera puts on the dress of an Amazon woman and she goes and talks to Hippolyta’s **guards**. ‘Hercules wants to take Queen Hippolyta’s belt and then kill her,’ says Hera.

The guards run quickly to their queen. She is giving Hercules the golden belt. ‘Stop!’ they cry. Hercules quickly takes the belt. The guards fight Hercules and his friends, but in the end they get away from the Amazons and back to their boat – and Hercules has the belt with him!

Hercules is very tired when he arrives back at the palace. ‘Where’s that belt?’ asks Princess Admete. She puts it on. ‘Oh, no! I can’t wear that,’ she says angrily. ‘It’s huge!’
Hercules goes into the palace garden, sits down, and closes his eyes. Eurystheus puts his head up from behind some flowers. ‘What are you doing here, Hercules? he says. ‘You have three more tasks to do! First find Geryon, the monster with three heads, and bring back his red cows to me.’

Geryon lives in a far away country, and Hercules goes by boat across dark and angry seas to get there. When he arrives, he gets off his boat and looks everywhere. He can see the red cows on a hill, but he can’t see Geryon. ‘This is an easy task,’ he thinks. ‘I can put those cows on my boat this minute and go home at once.’

Suddenly Geryon walks over the hill. He has three huge heads and six long arms. Hercules quickly goes behind a rock. ‘Who’s there?’ cries the monster. ‘Come out, now!’
Hercules thinks quietly for a minute or two. Then he runs out and stands behind Geryon. ‘I’m behind you!’ he calls.

Geryon slowly moves his three big heads to look down at Hercules. Hercules then shoots one arrow through all three of the monster’s heads, and at once Geryon falls dead at his feet.

Hercules puts all Geryon’s cows on his boat, and goes home with them. When he brings them into the palace garden, they start to eat all the flowers there.

‘Take those big fat cows out of my garden!’ calls Eurystheus from a palace window.

Hercules takes the cows away.

‘You must go to the end of the world now, and look for the goddess Hera’s garden there!’ cries Eurystheus when Hercules comes back. ‘And bring me three golden apples from the garden, once you find it.’

When Hercules leaves the palace, Hera and Eurystheus laugh for a long time. ‘Only gods can go into my garden,’ cries Hera in the end. ‘And Hercules is only a man. He can never take those golden apples from the tree! And of course, there’s my friendly dragon in the garden, too! Ha, ha, ha!’

fall to go down
suddenly
dragon a big animal that can fly through the sky and send fire from its mouth
READING CHECK

Choose the right words to finish the sentences.

a  In the country of the Amazons there are only ...
   1  □ tall angry men.
   2  □ big strong women.
   3  □ small young women.

b  When Hippolyta first meets Hercules she is ... him.
   1  □ afraid of
   2  □ angry with
   3  □ nice to

c  Hera wants to stop Hercules so she talks to ...
   1  □ Queen Hippolyta’s guards.
   2  □ Queen Hippolyta.
   3  □ Hercules’s friends.

d  Hercules and his friends ... with Hippolyta’s guards.
   1  □ fight
   2  □ laugh
   3  □ eat dinner

e  Princess Admete is ... with the belt.
   1  □ careful
   2  □ happy
   3  □ not happy

f  Geryon is a huge ... with six arms.
   1  □ god
   2  □ man
   3  □ monster

g  Hercules shoots an arrow through Geryon’s ...
   1  □ heads.
   2  □ arms.
   3  □ legs.

h  The red cows eat the ... in the palace garden.
   1  □ trees
   2  □ flowers
   3  □ birds

WORD WORK

1  Find four more words from Chapter 5 in the sword.

2  Use the words to complete the sentences on page 33.
a ‘The king is afraid of people so he always has a guard in front of his door.’
b ‘What is the longest river in the ................?’ ‘It’s the Nile in Africa.’
c ‘He doesn’t usually come to school on Fridays.’ ‘Yes, I’m ............... to see him today.’
d ‘I like that children’s book; it has a big bad ............... and a princess on the front.’
e ‘Please be careful! Don’t ............... off your bicycle!’

3 What are the extra letters in the sword? Write them in order and find the name of the king of the dead in the next chapter.  

GUESS WHAT

What does Hercules do in the next chapter?
Read the sentences and write yes or no.

a Hercules finds the god Atlas. Atlas brings Hera’s apples to him. ......
b Hercules finds Hera’s dragon. He gets on its back and finds Hera’s apples. ......

c Hercules goes up into the sky. He asks Zeus for help. ......
d Hercules goes down into the world of the dead. He finds a dog with three heads there. ......

e Hercules marries Princess Admete and he doesn’t finish his tasks. ......
f Hercules finishes his tasks and the gods forgive his crime. ......
After many long and dangerous days on the road, Hercules arrives at the end of the world. He looks over the wall of Hera’s garden and sees the golden apples on a tree. Three young women are sitting under the tree.

‘Can I come into your garden?’ asks Hercules.

‘Are you a god?’ they ask.

‘No,’ says Hercules.

‘Sorry, gods only,’ they smile.

Just then a dangerous dragon with a hundred heads arrives. ‘Bye!’ says Hercules.

Not far away, Hercules sees the god Atlas. He is holding the world on his huge shoulders.

‘Atlas, how can I get those golden apples?’ asks Hercules.

‘First, kill the dragon,’ says Atlas. ‘Then come back and hold the world for me. I can go and get the apples for you easily. Those three young women in the garden are my daughters.’
Hercules goes and kills the dragon at once. He then takes the world from Atlas and puts it on his shoulders. ‘It’s very heavy,’ he thinks. ‘I can’t hold it for long.’

Soon Atlas comes back with the apples.

‘You can have the world again now,’ says Hercules.

‘No, thank you,’ laughs Atlas. ‘I don’t want to hold it any more. I’m tired of that.’

‘All right! But can you take it for one minute?’ asks Hercules. ‘I want to put it up on my shoulders better. I don’t want to drop it!’

So Atlas takes the world on his shoulders again.

‘Wonderful! I’m going home now!’ says Hercules.

‘Thanks for the apples!’

‘Come back!’ cries Atlas. But Hercules runs away.

When Hercules arrives back at Eurystheus’s palace with the golden apples, Hera is very angry. ‘We must think of one last truly dangerous task for Hercules – a task worse than all the other tasks before it,’ she says to the king. ‘I know! Let’s send him down into the underworld. He can bring back King Hades and Queen Persephone’s dog, Cerberus. Nobody can get away from that dog alive.’
At first, Hercules can’t find the door to the underworld, but Athena helps him. ‘Go down that big hole behind those rocks,’ she says.

Hercules goes down the long, dark hole and meets an old man near a river.

‘I’m Charon,’ says the man. ‘I take dead people across the river to the underworld in my long black boat.’

‘Take me across too,’ says Hercules.

Charon looks carefully at Hercules. ‘No,’ he says, ‘I can’t. You’re not dead.’

Hercules holds up his sword in front of Charon’s face, and he looks angrily at the old man.

‘Oh, all right,’ says Charon, and he takes Hercules across the river in his boat.

Once Hercules is in the underworld, he walks through its dark streets. Dead and cold white people come and look at his warm pink skin. ‘Can you see that? He’s alive!’ they say.

In the end Hercules arrives at Hades and Persephone’s tall, dark palace. He tells them about his twelve tasks.

‘Can I take Cerberus with me?’ he asks them. ‘It’s the last of my tasks.’

‘Yes, you can,’ says King Hades. ‘But please bring him back after Eurystheus sees him. He’s our guard dog, you know.’

Hercules goes up to Cerberus. He is a huge dog with three heads and snakes all over his body. He runs at Hercules with his three big mouths open. But Hercules is not afraid. He does not run away. He catches Cerberus in his hands.
Then he plays with him, and says nice things to him. In the end, Cerberus is happy to go with him. Not many people are nice to Cerberus, you see.

When Hercules walks back into the palace with Cerberus, Eurystheus gets into his jar. ‘Aaagh! Take that dangerous dog away from here!’ cries Eurystheus. He is very afraid. ‘That’s it, Hercules! No more tasks. And I never want to see you again!’

Hercules takes Cerberus back to the underworld. Then he goes to the priestess at Delphi, and falls at her feet. ‘My twelve tasks are over,’ he says. ‘Can the gods forgive me now for my crime?’

‘Yes,’ says the priestess. ‘The gods forgive you. You are only half a god now, but when your time comes to die, you can go and live in the sky with your father, Zeus. Then you can be truly a god and never die.’

‘Me? A god?’ says Hercules. ‘How can that be?’ He is very surprised.

But through the years, everybody learns about Hercules – the strongest man in the world – and his twelve tasks. No one forgets his story once they hear it. You are reading it today. And so, you can see, it is true – in the end, Hercules never dies.
READING CHECK

Put these sentences in the correct order. Number them 1–8.

a  □ Hercules goes across to the underworld in a  

b  □ Atlas gets the  for Hercules.

c  □ The priestess at Delphi tells Hercules, ‘You are a half  

d  □ Hercules catches  and takes him to Eurystheus.

e  □ Atlas gives the  to Hercules. Hercules puts it on his strong shoulders.

f  □ Hercules goes to Hera’s  at the end of the world.

□ Eurystheus is  when he sees Cerberus and he sends Hercules away.

h  □ Hercules gives the world back to  and takes the apples to Eurystheus.
WORD WORK

Use the words in the tree to complete the sentences.

a  ‘The end of the film is very exciting. He goes down into the _______ and brings back his dead wife.’
b  ‘Can you ___________ my coat for me for a minute? I need to make a phone call.’
c  ‘Please don’t drop that big ___________ table on my foot!’
d  ‘It can be very ___________ to go up that big mountain when there’s a lot of snow on it.’
e  ‘That’s my friend near the window. She’s got a red bag over her ___________.’

GUESS WHAT

What happens to Hercules after the end of the story? Choose from these ideas or add your own.

a  □ Hercules is very happy to finish the tasks. He goes to different countries on the boat The Argo.
b  □ Hercules is very tired after his tasks so he stays in bed for a year.
c  □ Hercules is angry with Eurystheus so he goes back to the palace and fights him.
d  □ Hercules marries the priestess at Delphi and they have a lot of children.
e  □ The goddess Hera makes Hercules kill his best friend. He then needs to do tasks for Queen Omphale.
f  □ Hercules chases and catches the goddess Hera. The god Zeus helps him.
g  □ .................................................................
h  □ .................................................................
Project A  Monsters

1 Look at the picture of the Hydra. Read the description and find seven more mistakes.

The Hydra is a small monster with seven heads. On every head, there are three angry blue eyes and a hungry mouth. It has a big body and a long tail. Its skin is brown in colour.

The Hydra lives in the cold waters of the Lake of Lerna. When dragons, wild boars or people come near the lake, it quickly kills and eats them with its fourteen mouths. It also likes eating river birds and water snakes.

The Hydra can swim very fast in the water and it can catch things easily with its three long arms. It can also see things from far away because it has twenty-one eyes.

2 Read the description of the Gryphon. Tick the correct picture below. Then use the words in the box to complete the description of the Gryphon.

body  catch  ears  eating  mountain  wings

The Gryphon is a brown and white monster with the head of a bird and the a ........................ and tail of a lion. It has two huge b .............................. It can fly up into the sky with those. On the top of its head there are two big c .............................. It can hear very well with those. It has four strong legs. Its front two legs are like a bird's and are very dangerous.

At night the Gryphon lives in a dark hole in the side of a d ............................ By day it flies down to the hills and villages and looks for food. It likes e .............................. deer, cows and small horses.

The Gryphon never gets tired and it can fly up in the sky for hours and hours. It can also come down suddenly and f ............................ things in its huge claws.
3. Now draw and write about your own monster. Make notes in the table below and use some of the words with pictures to help you. Then write your description.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of monster</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Where it lives</th>
<th>What it eats</th>
<th>What it can do</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Use these words to help you.

- claws
- horns
- hooves
- paws
- fangs
- tongue
1 Read this interview with Hercules on a chat show. Complete the conversation with these questions.

And what do you like doing all day?
What do you think of him?
And where do you feel happiest?
And what do you want to do in the future?
Who is your father?
And which of the gods do you like?

**Interviewer:** Ladies and gentlemen, our next guest is the superhero Hercules! Welcome to the show, Hercules.

**Hercules:** Thank you.

**Interviewer:** Can I ask you an important question first?

**Hercules:** Yes, of course.

**Interviewer:** a ...........................................

**Hercules:** Well, not many people know this, but Zeus is my father.

**Interviewer:** I see. b ...........................................

**Hercules:** Well, I like killing dangerous monsters, catching wonderful animals, and visiting different countries.

**Interviewer:** c ...........................................

**Hercules:** In the mountains. It’s beautiful there.

**Interviewer:** OK. Now what about King Eurystheus? d ...........................................

**Hercules:** I work for him, but I don’t like him. He laughs at me all the time.

**Interviewer:** Oh dear. e ...........................................

**Hercules:** I like Zeus, of course, and the goddess Athena. She always helps me, you see. I don’t like Zeus’s wife, Hera. And she doesn’t like me.

**Interviewer:** I see. f ...........................................

**Hercules:** When I stop working for Eurystheus, I want to go round the world and look for a beautiful woman to marry.

**Interviewer:** Well, good luck, Hercules! And thanks for coming on the show today.
2 Read this interview with Hera on a chat show. Complete the conversation with sentences from the box. (There are some extra sentences.)

I don’t like that man or his mother, Alcmene. I eat ‘ambrosia’ and I drink ‘nectar’. I like finding and catching my enemies. I live on Olympus, the mountain of the gods. I want to find and kill Hercules. In my beautiful garden at the end of the world. My husband is the god Zeus – the king of all the gods. My mother was Rhea and Kronos was my father. Well, I love my son, Ares, and daughter, Hebe.

Interviewer: Ladies and gentlemen, this week our guest is the goddess Hera! Welcome Hera – we’re lucky to have you here today.

Hera: Yes, you are lucky. I don’t usually come on chat shows, you know. And call me Goddess Hera, thank you very much.

Interviewer: Yes … yes. Now, first of all, Goddess Hera, tell us all about your family. Who’s your husband?

Hera: a ……………………………… Everybody knows that.

Interviewer: Of course. Er … and what do you like doing?

Hera: b ………………………………

Interviewer: Oh, I see. Now tell me: where do you feel happiest?

Hera: c ………………………………

Interviewer: Oh, I know it. It has a tree in it with lots of golden apples on it.

Hera: Don’t talk to me about those apples!

Interviewer: Sorry. Let’s move on to my next question. What do you think of Hercules?

Hera: d Hercules! ………………………………

Interviewer: Oh dear. And which of the gods do you like?

Hera: e ……………………………… But I don’t like any of the other gods or goddesses on Olympus.

Interviewer: And now my last question. What do you want to do in the future?

Hera: f ………………………………

Interviewer: I see. That’s … interesting. Well, thank you very much, Hera … that’s Goddess Hera, of course. Goodbye and good night, everybody!
3 Imagine you are the interviewer on a chat show. Write questions to ask one of these people. Work with a partner. Ask and answer the questions. Use the information below to help you.

### King Hades
- **Name**: King Hades
- **Family**: wife – the goddess Persephone
- **Likes**: going for walks with Cerberus the dog
- **Feels happiest**: next to the dark river – The Styx – in the underworld
- **Friend**: Charon – the boat man
- **Favourite god or goddess**: his brother, the sea god Poseidon
- **Future**: wants to go on a warm holiday in the sun

### Queen Hippolyta
- **Name**: Queen Hippolyta
- **Family**: father – Ares, the god of war
- **Likes**: walking, running, shooting arrows
- **Feels happiest**: under the trees in the country of the Amazons
- **Friend**: her sister, Melanippe – she’s an Amazon guard
- **Favourite god or goddess**: Athena, the goddess of wisdom
- **Future**: wants to find a strong husband
**GRAMMAR CHECK**

**Possessive adjectives**

We use the possessive adjectives *my, his, her, its, our, your* and *their* to show that somebody or something belongs to somebody, when we do not use the owner’s name.

*Alcmene is Hercules’s mother.* = *Alcmene is his mother.*

*He can bring back the King and Queen’s dog, Cerberus.* = *He can bring back their dog, Cerberus.*

*The deer’s name was Cerynitis.* = *Its name was Cerynitis.*

**Possessive adjectives go in front of the noun.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I</th>
<th>my</th>
<th>she = her</th>
<th>we = our</th>
<th>they = their</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>he</td>
<td>his</td>
<td>it = its</td>
<td>you = your</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 **Write possessive adjectives for the underlined words.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>her</th>
<th>his</th>
<th>its</th>
<th>my</th>
<th>our</th>
<th>their</th>
<th>your</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

a  **Eurystheus’s jar**

b  **The Hydra’s heads**

c  **Hippolyta’s belt**

d  **Hades and Persephone’s dog**

e  **My son and Zeus’s son**

f  **‘Hercules’s cousin,’ says Hercules.**

g  **‘Megara’s children,’ Hercules tells Megara.**

2 **Complete the sentences with the correct possessive adjectives.**

a  ‘Those are …*my*… snakes!’ cries Hera.

b  Hercules kills ………… wife and ………… sons.

c  Hercules kills the big lion and wears …………. skin.

b  Athena says to Hercules, ‘I come from …………. father, Zeus.’

e  Artemis has a golden deer. Hercules must catch …………. deer for …………. third task.

f  Diomedes says, ‘………. horses are hungry!’

g  Augeas has many bulls, but …………. stables are very dirty.

h  The Amazons love …………. queen, Hippolyta.
Hercules is the strongest man in the world, but one day he does something very bad. The priestess at Delphi tells him: ‘The gods are angry with you. For twelve years you must work for King Eurystheus, and do twelve tasks for him. When you finish, the gods can forgive your crime.’ Some tasks are easier, and some tasks are more difficult. Can Hercules finish all twelve of them? And what happens when he does?
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